
Ode to the Doctors (C major) 

 C G F C 
Great love knows no borders doctors come from everywhere 
      F Em Dm G 
To build a world of love where the sun will never set 
 C G F     C  
Great love flows forever selfless and without regret 

F Em Dm G7 C G C G 
Every doctor is a light shining hope and love on those in need 
 
  C  F G Dm G7 
I pledge with all my heart that my destiny is serving mankind (serving mankind) 
   Dm G7 C G 
I gratefully respect the great teachers who showed me the way (showed me the way) 

C D G F 
With respect and with reason I will do all I can to save those who are ill 
          Am Em Dm    G7 C G 
With all of my heart I’ll uphold the great oath passed unto us 
 

C F    G Dm G7 
When someone needs our hands we will climb over the steepest mountain (steepest mountain) 

Dm G7 C G 
When someone needs our care we will sail across the widest ocean (widest ocean) 

C D G F 
Follow Master’s compassion and a world full of pain will become a world of hope 
           Am Em Dm G7 C G 
I will give it my all; may our white gowns be like beacons of light 
 

C G F C 
Let us safeguard life with love, let compassion fill this world 
      F Em Dm G7 
To build a world of love where the sun will never set 

C G F C 
Our devotion never dies selfless and without regret 

F Em Dm G7   C 
Every doctor is a light shining hope and love on those in need 
 
Interlude  
Ab Eb Bb G G7 
 
When someone needs our hands we will climb over the steepest mountain (steepest mountain) 
When someone needs our care we will sail across the widest ocean (widest ocean) 
Follow Master’s compassion and a world full of pain will become a world of hope 
I will give it my all; may our white gowns be like beacons of light 
 
 
 
 
 



Ab  Bb Eb Fm   Ab Gm Cm 
Ease suffering with great love for all and learn to treat with humanity 
Fm Ab Bb     Eb Bb Gm Cm 
Wondrous doctors wondrous skills spirit and hearts of Bodhisattvas 
Fm Ab Bb 
Cure the body cure the mind 
Eb Bb Gm Cm G 
Great healers with great serenity 
 
Great love knows no borders doctors come from everywhere 
To build a world of love where the sun will never sets 
Great love flows forever selfless and without regret 
Every doctor is a light shining hope and love on those in need 
 
 C G F     C 
Great love flows forever selfless and without regret 

F Em Dm G7 C G F G C 
Every doctor is a light shining hope and love on those in need 


